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PARIS IS ALWAYSMORE THAN PARIS
SUE CURRY JANSEN

aseal's assertion that "there is a time tocall Paris Paris and a time to call it thecapitol of the Kingdom" implicitly recog-nizes the knot that binds power and knowledge.But the legacy of Western rationalism encour-ages us to deny or ignore its implications. Thus, for example, formalismdirects us to regard synonymous expressions asequivalencies: interchangeable "markers" thatcan be represented by a common symbol inthe manipulations of machine languages. Onlyrhetoric has consistently applied the Pascalianinsight. Following the precedent set by Aristotle,however, philosophers have generally dismissedrhetoric as a secondary art, at best a form ofsalesmanship, so that even the work of a greatrhetorician like Kenneth Burke has remained atthe margins of contemporary thought aboutthought.During the past two decades, however, the ranksof those who recognize that Paris is not just Paris

have swollen. Crisis within the philosophy ofscience as well as growing political cynicismamong the general population have led towidespread questioning of established modes oflegitimating both knowledge and power. Duringthe 1970s and 1980s, this questioning generateda renewal of interest in the Frankfurt School ofcritical social theory. Initially articulated byMax Horkheimer, Friedrich Pollock, TheodorAdorno, and their associates at the Institutfur Sozialforschung in the 1930s, the approachwas subsequently enriched by Herbert Marcuseand itirgen Habcrmas in their respective attemptsto secure a basis for emancipatory communica-tion (and politics) in industrial (or postindustrial)societies.The two waves of critical theory explicitlyrecognized the bond that unites power andknowledge. They affirmed the familiar dictumthat "power is knowledge and knowledge,power." They did so, however, through the lens
SOURCE: Jansen, S. C. (2002). Critical communication theory: Powet; media, gendei; and technology (pp. 43-68). Lanham,MD: Rowman & Littlefield.
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of a radical critique of Enlightenment-basedepistemology. Frankfurt School critical theorydoes not merely acknowledge that power usesand corrupts knowledge, but also recognizes thatit sets the conditions for knowledge: that power-relations provide the auspices for knowledge andcultural production, and establish the rules ofpermission and proscription that endow themwith coherence. The resulting theory of knowl-edge is realistic bul also deeply pessimistic. WithNietzsche, apologists of the first wave of criticaltheory recognize the impossibility of "immacu-late perception." They acknowledge that "we allharbor hidden gardens and plantings." But, withMarx, they also realize that capital usually deter-mines how those gardens are planted.The German Ideology of 1846 was, of course,the immediate textual precedent for criticaltheory's perspective on repressed or distortedcommunication. In the relevant passages, Marxand Engels contend that the abstract (formal)language of philosophers that creates the impres-sion that thought is free of practical interests isonly "the distorted language of the actualworld": a language that reflects and secures theprevailing form of the division of labor.' Theypoint out that, under capitalism, even the cate-gories that lie behind our semantic conventionsare skewed by property relations, so that "in lan-guage [as in lifel the relations of buying and sell-ing have been the basis of all others."'Taking up their charge nearly a century afterthese fathers of world revolution had completedtheir mischief, critical theorists chose their prefixand defined their theoretical enterprise deliber-ately, reflexively. Critical theorists sought to dis-tance their perspective from vulgar (mechanical)Marxism and to establish kinship with theHegelian and philological roots of Marx's concep-tions of alienation, consciousness, and ideology.They were students of Dilthey, von Humboldt,Schiller, Heine, Grimm, Nietzsche, Weber, andFreud, as well as Marx. But they were also con-temporaries of Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin.Contra positivism, including the positivisticstrains in Marxism, they regarded the Enlighten-ment as a betrayal of reason rather than an

extension of it, a betrayal that established thehegemony of instrumental reason and therebyprepared the way for the emergence of monopolycapitalism.' Moreover, they rejected the prevail-ing liberal view, which regarded fascism as a sin-gular historical aberration. Rather, they saw it asa logical extension of the structures of crisis-ridden advanced capitalism. Consequently, theFrankfurt School tried to outline a perspective oncapitalist social institutions that was both "scien-tific" (amenable to documentary validation) andat the same time "critical" (committed to thecreation of a more robustly rational and justsocial order).4Their theory of personality and culture wasalso radically revisionist. Consistent with theGerman philological tradition and the then-emergent Freudian perspective, they maintainedthat we are captives of culture trapped in "thehermeneutic circle" of language. They were farless optimistic than Marx regarding prospects forbreaking out of that captivity, believing insteadthat, in the twentieth century, mass media and-mass entertainments (what Adomo would latercall "the culture industry") had so thoroughlycolonized the consciousness of the industrializedmasses that they were no longer able to evenconceive of resistance, let alone articulate a plat-form for emancipatory social change. Indeed,Horkheimer and Adorno contended that the cul-ture industry had actually invaded the collectiveunconscious, so that even the hopes, dreams,desires, and utopian fantasies of the masses hadcome to bear the imprimatur of Hollywood, theworld headquarters of the culture industry.' Asstudents of Freud and residents of Nazi Germany(until their self-imposed exile after 1933),Horkheimer and Adorno were keenly aware ofthe roles mythic thought and storytelling play inhuman motivation, even in a scientific age. Theybelieved that apologists of capital not only con-trol the institutions of popular culture throughownership, but also exercise dominion over thepopular imagination.Horldiehner and Adorn° could see no wayout. The first wave of critical theory offered nopractical plans for resistance, no program for

translating criticism into collective action; at best,it invested some limited hope in the generativepowers of critical knowledge. Consequently it isgenerally regarded, even by sympathetic inter-preters, as deeply pessimistic despite its einanci-patoly commitments.Reread today, in the wake of a virtual floodof postmodern critiques of the Enlightenment, thesweep and originality of Hark-hell-riff and Adorno'swork remains striking. Their heavy-handed wield-ing of the dialectical hammer is, however, alsostriking. It forces evidence into the either/or of thebinary logics of the dualistic (cum dialectic) pat..terns of Western thought that they sought toimplode. The net effect of this conceptual overkillis to underestimate the historical vitality of the lostor betrayed democratic potential of French andAmerican Enlightenment thought. That is, thedialectical structure of the argument itself com-bined with the brutal realities of the dire historicalmoment in which Horkheimer and Adorno wroteto prevent them from fully grasping the resilienceof democratic impulses: a resilience that is nicely,if perhaps a bit too optimistically, evoked byCharles Douglas Loomis, who writes,
The word democracy has been.. used andbetrayed by state, party, sect, and interest. Yet it stillhas honest lovers, who detect in it something thathas mysteriously remained immaculate and true
Despite its egalitarian goals, the first waveof Frankfurt critical theory is neverthelesspockmarked with elitism? Horkheimer's andAdorno's arguments imply that only critical the-orists and other trained dialecticians possess theconceptual resources necessary to see throughthe trickery of the culture industry. Whether thisapparently elitist assumption is evidence of anendemic arrogance (and implicit vanguardism)within the perspective or a testament to thepower and cogency of critical theory in illumi-nating the hidden mechanics of the culture indus-try or both—is for the reader to decide.Failure to effectively resolve these issuescombined with the hostile political climate of theCold War to lead many postwar Anglo-American
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social scientists to dismiss much of the work ofthose associated with the first wave of criticaltheory as irrationalist and nihilist. Some associ-ates of the original Frankfurt School (e.g., ErichFromm, Franz Neumann, Karl Mannheim, andPaul Lazarsfeld) established reputations in phi-losophy, political theory, sociology, and commu-nication scholarship independent of their earlieraffiliations with the Frankfurt Institute. Others,like Horkheimer, Adorn°, Leo Lowenthal, andHerbert Marcuse, worked throughout their livesto resolve the impasse of the first wave of criti-cal theory.A second generation of critical theorists, ledby Jurgen Habermas, subsequently took up thechallenge. Marcuse's analysis of linguisticdomination and its dialectical counterpart, hisproposal for "linguistic therapy," as well asHabermas's theory of "communicative compe-tence" and his attempt to specify the conditionsof an "ideal speech situation," are of specialinterest to students of political linguistics. Bothof these thinkers try to chart escape routes out ofa language and culture dominated by instrumen-tal reason.In this chapter I describe the topography ofthe proposed escape routes, note their limita-tions, and review some related explorations incritical theory that suggest new possibilities forcountering the antidemocratic effects of linguis-tic domination. What the thinkers examined inthis chapter have in common is the convictionthat "just communication is an index of the goodsociety."8

A ROAD NOT TAKEN
A few prefatory remarks are, however, in order.The revival of interest in the Frankfurt in communication and sociology was relativelyshort-lived. By the late 1980s, it became fashion-able in many circles to dismiss the entire projectbecause its progenitors were not able to bring itto full fruition. The readily identifiable flaws insome of the work were treated as synecdoche forthe entire corpus. Adorn° and Horkheimer were
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tagged as elitist, cultural mandarins: the passagesin their work that displayed shallow or erroneousunderstandings of specific contents of Americanpopular culture were repeatedly cited. Marcusewas framed, in Cold War terms, as a quasi-totalitarian; and the argument of his most popu-lar and, from the perspective of 2002, prescientbook, One-Dimensional Man (1964), was widelyfaulted as overdetermined. Similarly Habermas'searly explorations of the communicative con-stituents of participatory democracy were vari-ously labeled as "naive," "idealistic," "utopian,"and packed away among the relics of a morebuoyant moment in history. To be sure, the cul-tural terrain identified by the Frankfurt has continued to productively engage seriousthinkers who do not ride the tides of intellectualtrends.' Such work is, however, a continuance ofa resistant tradition of research, which John Lentaptly characterizes as "a different road taken"and a road I would describe as still sparsely trav-eled, especially in the United States.'This book aligns itself with that resistance. Itdistances itself from the easy glamour of theintellectual fashion shows that too often priVi-lege the new over the profound or the difficult.That is, I argue that the bold and trenchantquestions posed by the Frankfurt School, not itsincomplete answers, are what continue to makethis work relevant and instructive. The agendathese thinkers set is an agenda that those whostill believe M the ideal of participatory democ-racy cannot ignore. Their questions retain theirrelevance precisely because they resist definitiveanswers. The point of participatory democracy isto continuously struggle with such questions, notto settle them. As Goethe pointed out long ago,freedom can only be earned by daily conqueringit anew."The conundrums in Habermas's work werealready apparent by the late 1970s: its idealism,which fails to contend with the formidable pow-ers of mass media; the problematic role psycho-analytic concepts play in his work; the liberal biasof his approach to democracy and the state; andhis gendered blindspots. Yet, few living thinkershave struggled as long or as hard as Habennas

has to find ways to regenerate the public sphereand to energize the democratic discourse that cansustain it. To paper over that struggle with cyni-cism is to play into the bands of the enemy. AsJames Carey points out, the public sphere existsas "desire" in our life world, not simply as nostal-gia for what never was or might be in the future.'We feel its presence as desire. We know some-thing is missing from our collective life.Habennas may not have found the way, but hepoints the way to a democratic quest for some-thing better. Habermas's "ideal speech situation"is indeed, as his critics repeatedly charge, autopian construct; but I would argue that thisutopianism is a strength as well as a limitation ofHabermas's work. It proposes a normative stan-dard or democratic ideal, which helps us identifyand assess what is missing in actual power talkand in the tightly scripted spin that passes aspolitical communication today. Marcuse's con-cept of "linguistic therapy" is also utopian, as ismuch of his later work, which overcorrects thedeterminism of some of his earlier work.Within the current cultural climate of post-modern cool, to call a piece of work utopian is tocall in the gravediggers. Yet, democracy itself isa utopian formation: an ideal that always fallsshort, even in its best moments, of its promises.Utopian thought—the desire for somethingbetter—is a necessary precondition to improve-ments in the human condition: the theory thatgives birth to practice. Practice, alas, like allhuman endeavors, is always imperfect. Rejectingpostmodern paralysis, Jacques Barzun uses theterm "eutopian" to suggest that writers likeMore, Campanella, Bacon, and Rabelais werenot writing about "no place" but about a "goodplace," and that they contributed much to socialthought in doing so.13 The same could be said ofErasmus, Diderot, Voltaire, Jefferson, Madison,Sojourner Truth, Susan B. Anthony, Gandhi,Martin Luther King Jr., Lech Walesa, NelsonMandela, and many others. Without the capacityto identify what is missing and to articulate thedesire for something better, we resign ourselvesto current antidemocratic trends and therebyinvite something worse.

EMANCIPATORY COMMUNICATION
The concept of emancipatory communication isan eutopian idea: its users sensed that somethingwas missing in the age of administered public, discourse. They tried to imagine somethingbetter: a good place where the link between com-munity and communication could be affirmed—I am even tempted to say "consecrated." I use thepast tense here because emancipatory communi-cation, like its sister term "liberation," has fallenout of fashion: a casualty of the end of the ColdWar and the triumph of globalization.Critical resources have been redirectedtoward resisting cultural homogenization andpreserving local cultures. These worthy pursuitshave underwritten some of the best recent workin cultural studies; nevertheless, a just worldcannot be constructed within a museum of cul-tural diversity. Politics is still necessary. Thegoal of critical theory is to expand participatorydemocracy at the local as well as national andinternational levels. Therefore local cultures arenot protected from critical scrutiny.To interrogate local cultures is, however,to court charges of Western imperialism; suchcharges need to be given a full and fair hearing infora that are sensitive to local traditions. Westerncultural imperialism has never been more per-vasive than it is today. Moreover, it must beacknowledged that the human rights charters thatprovide the legally recognized transnational plat-forms for interrogating local practices do reflectWestern values,This is not, however, an excuse for romanti-cizing local traditions. Some local traditions,such as torture and slavery, are now consideredinhumane and illegal by most of the world's gov-ermnents.14 Recent human rights discourses onfemale infanticide, female circumcision, childprostitution, and child labor are instructive.Locals who benefit from these practices defendthem against human rights monitoring groupsby framing them as practices that are integral tolocal cultural traditions and economies, In short,emancipatory politics in non-Western nations, asin Western nations, are often sites of conflict
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between traditional, patrimonial forms of author-ity and more broadly based, inclusive, and par-ticipatory forms.Democracy is an emancipatory project. Toretreat from the word is to retreat from the quest.To tread cautiously in unfamiliar terrain is sensi-ble; to listen before one speaks is prudent; tointerrogate one's own positions before others isthe beginning of wisdom; but to remain silent inthe presence of brutality is to become complicitin it.For these reasons, I continue to swim againstthe cynical, anti-utopian current. I argue thatterms like liberation and emancipation do whatVirginia Woolf once said good words shoulddo: they soak up a lot of truth. These particulargood words also galvanize action. The neoliberalglobalizers, who denounce them as polemical,are right. They are polemical! This is an argu-ment for their recuperation by friends of democ-racy, not an argument for their censure.Fixing damaged words is, of course, notenough. Systematic research in the politicaleconomy of communication, media institutions,and propaganda analysis is imperative. Moreover,this work needs to be combined with politicalactivism dedicated to reforming social practices.Without these efforts, wordsmithing is an idlepursuit.

POLITICAL LINGUISTICS
Building upon the foundations crafted by Adorn°and Horkheimer, Herbert Marcuse forged hisclassic statement on political linguistics in1955.15 Because he framed his argumentwithin the context of his longstanding debatewith "revisionary neo-Freudians," especiallyJungians, these ideas remain relatively unfarnil-iar to most communication theorists. One neednot share Marcuse's Freudian sympathies to findhis perspective on language and communicationcompelling. In essence, Marcuse tried to pre-serve the liberating message in Freud's theory ofrepression. He saw it as the essential subtext ofthe Freudian breakthrough. Thus, he maintained
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that, at its inception, "psychoanalysis was aradically critical theory" because it provided amethod for demystifying repression and nurtur-ing desires for real autonomy.' Marcuse con-tended, however, that the neo-Freudians hadtransformed psychoanalysis into an ideology thatjustifies repression as the price that must be paidfor civilization.Contra this "ideological" reading of Freud thatreifies repression, Marcuse offered a "sociologi-cal" reading. That is, he insisted on viewing everycollective form of repression in relative and his-torical terms. Thus, he maintained that, in ourtime, domination is based upon (a) "surplusrepression," which supports a complex hierarchi-cal division of labor, and (b) "the performanceprinciple," which subordinates all life-affirmingenergies to the demands of work. He contendedthat this system of domination has made a sham ofparticipatory democracy, and that even science—once the cutting edge for human freedom—is nowimplicated in legitimating and maintaining thesham. Mucuse's One-Dimensional Man, publishedin 1964, was intended as an extension of this soci-ological analysis:7 He conceived it as an empiri-cal case study of the increasingly invisiblestructures of social control in advanced capitalistsocieties: control effected by subordinating allhuman needs to the imperatives of the instrumen-tal reason of the market. Marcuse's description ofthe dehumanization of American language andculture in One-Dimensional Man rivals the mostdesolate passages in the writings of Horkheimer,Adorno, and Walter Benjamin.But the work of the dialectician does not endwith critique. Unlike many of his followers inthe New Left of the 1960s and 1970s who weretoo often content to sloganize and vulgarizeMarcuse—cry "cooptation" and retreat to a com-fortable narcissism—Marcuse himself combinedcritical rigor with an unwavering commitment toa "new sensibility" that could transcend instru-mental domination. He continued to pursue allpaths that might lead those who had been social-ized into silence and subservience to discovernew vocabularies that could prepare the way for"a return of the repressed." Marcuse's somber

testaments, like Freud's, contain promises oftranscendence, promises that could be realizedthrough "linguistic therapy."To describe the way those in power are ablesystematically to skew semantic conventions, lin-guistic rules, and epistemological criteria, to denydissent and preserve their own interests in themaintenance of the status quo, Marcuse usedthe term "political linguistics." He characterizespolitical linguistics as the "armor of the Establish-ment" and points., out that "one of the mosteffective rights of the Sovereign is the right toestablish enforceable definitions of words.'So, for example, "in the established vocabulary,'violence' is a term which one does not apply tothe action of the police, the National Guard, theMarshals, the Marines, the bombers."' Conversely,"terrorism" is never used to describe the actionsof friendly governments, no matter how abhor-rent. In contemporary pseudo-liberal societies,"censorship" has become a pejorative code wordreserved for those who posit constructions ofreality different. from the established one. Forexample, in current debates in the United Statesabout the separation of church and state, thosewho seek to remove displays of the TenCommandments from courthouses or the words"under God" from the Pledge of Allegiance arefrequently dismissed as censors. However, manyof these activists see themselves as defenders ofthe First Amendment and advocates of religiousdiversity and intellectual freedom.Politically engaged rhetoricians like KennethBurke and Murray Edelman have providedinvaluable tools for decoding political linguis-tics.' However, Marcuse's approach to linguistictherapy is far more radical. He contends thatdevelopment of a new sensibility and a new con-sciousness requires a new language to create andcommunicate new values: "the rupture with thecontinuum of domination must also be a rupturewith the vocabulary of domination."' Linguistictherapy, then, is an attempt to liberate words(and thereby concepts) from distortion of theirmeanings by established systems of domination.Marcuse acknowledged that this may be autopian quest. He admitted that the process of

linguistic domination has been with us through-out history and that no revolution has transcendedit: no revolution has severed the hierarchical scaf-folding of language and power. Yet, he expressedthe hope that, when humankind is released fromthe most demeaning forms of labor by advancedtechnology, a new, humanistic reality principlewill displace the imperatives of "surplus repres-sion" and "the performance principle."Marcuse regarded linguistic therapy as pro-logue to, and building block of, an enlarged con-cept of rationality in which "the aestheticdimension" of human sensibility is no longerrepressed.' He maintained that, so far, blackAmericans have been the most effective agentsof linguistic therapy. He cites their refusal andaesthetic reversal of the language of oppressionas expressed in words and phrases like "soul,""black power," and "black is beautiful." Similarclaims have, of course, been made in recentyears for rap and hiphop." The mandate of lin-guistic therapy, then, is to restore the dialogicpowers of the people by rescuing language fromthe control of the dominators. Marcuse did notassume that words were free of history in theprecapitalist era. But he did contend that it ispossible to strip away the veneer of surplus dis-tortion acquired by language under the rule ofinstrumental reason. So, for example, it would bepossible to recover and restore the critical edgethat words like "freedom," "equality," and "jus-tice" had during the seventeenth and eighteenthcenturies, when they were essential terms in thelanguage of the repressed rather than in thevocabulary of ideological control.There are, of course, problems withMarcuse's formulation. Despite his acute aware-ness of capitalism's power to absorb and domes-ticate criticism, Marcuse failed to come to termseffectively with the pervasive role mass media,especially television, play in colonizing con-sciousness and extending linguistic domination.Today, more than ever, technovisions andtechno-toys cultivate the values, priorities, andinterests of cultural hegemony. Moreover, theapostles of postmodernism have convincinglydemonstrated that the aesthetic dimension itself
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has now been captured and rather thoroughlycolonized by the marketplace.' Marcuse'sbelief—hope, really—hat technology could lib-erate humankind from surplus repressionappears, from the perspective of 2002, as aboth/and prospect at best. Some lives have beendramatically enhanced by technological pros-thetics: these technologies have given speech tothe mute, hearing to the profoundly deaf, sightto the blind, mobility to the paralyzed, andmore. Ordinary people in technologicallyadvanced societies now enjoy some of thelifestyle comforts that were once the exclusivepreserves of princes and robber barons. Yet,these advances carry significant material andsocial costs: adding to the ecological strain onan increasingly fragile planet, exacerbatinginequalities in the international division of laborand resources, and constraining as well enablingtheir beneficiaries. So that, for example, global-ization has undermined unionization and[workers'l rights in developed countries byexporting jobs and repression to developingnations where slave wages are the norm. Labor-saving technologies have not produced moreleisure; to the contrary, workers in the UnitedStates are working longer hours than they didbefore the computer revolution. According tothe Bureau of Labor Statistics, for example, anaverage married couple now works 26 percentlonger than comparable working married cou-ples did thirty years ago.'As Dallas Smythe demonstrated in Depen-dency Road, more time away from the factory oroffice does not necessarily mean greater freedomfrom instrumental relations; for, under advancedcapitalism, productive labor includes consump-tion.' Mass media and, more recently, theInternet keep people "working" by marketingconsumer products to themselves, even duringtheir so-called leisure time. So most Americansspend their hours away from paid work with theNational Football League, General Mills, BurgerKing, home shopping networks, and websites rather than in liberative play, creativecraftsmanship, or emancipatory dialogue. Untilcritical theory devises adequate strategies for
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countering the effects of hierarchically domi-nated media systems and the passive consumeristapproaches to citizenship they cultivate, thereturn of the repressed will be delayed, and lin-guistic therapy will remain an interesting butesoteric idea.

MONOLOGIC INSTITUTIONS
At once more encompassing and less radical thanMarcuse's view, Habermas's version of criticaltheory focuses directly on the problem of lin-guistic domination and the question of commu-nicative competence. Thus, he maintains, "Todaythe problem of language has replaced thetraditional problem of consciousness."' LikeMarcuse, Habennas is concerned with the wayscience has been used to extend the bold of lin-guistic domination. Specifically, he is interestedin the way expert technical and knowledge is used by those in power to disen-franchise citizen participation in political debatesby fostering the impression that many issues areinherently too complex for a layperson to com-prehend or debate competently. According toHabermas, this disenfranchisement has led to thecollapse of "the public sphere" and passiveacceptance of technocratic elitism. Thus, heclaims, all modern governments, whether capi-talist or socialist, violate the terms of classicsocial contract theories of state power. None arelegitimated by dialogic consensus.Rejecting Chomsky's pursuit of linguisticuniversals as ill-conceived, Habermas's earlywork on emancipatory communication arrives ata theory of knowledge that bears striking resem-blance to Burke's rhetoric.' Both thinkers, forexample, propose pragmatic definitions of truthfounded in dialogue.' Habermas maintains thattruth can only be secured pragmatically: it isfounded upon consensus that is realized in dis-course. For Habermas, truth means "warrantedassertability." He contends that a "model ofpure communicative action (interaction)" pre-supposes that all parties involved in an interac-tion are accountable: that their behaviors are

intentional and that they are capable of justifyingtheir beliefs and norms. But he points out that themonologic actions of contemporary institutionsdo not fit this model. Therefore, Habermas main-tains, these institutional acts are embedded insystematically distorted communication:
The barriers to cominunication which make a fic-tion of the reciprocal imputation of accountabilitysupport at the same time the belief in legitimacywhich sustains the Fiction and prevents it beingfound out. That is the paradoxical achievement ofideologies, whose individual prototype is the neu-rotic disturbance)
Ideological legitimations of ideas andstates are secured in monologic fictions. Theyare based upon false or forced consensus: hencethe Orwellian deformations of the vocabularyof modern politics. Habermas argues that agenuine, rationally motivated consensus can bereached only if the conditions of an "ideal speechsituation" can be anticipated during legitimatingdiscourses. He regards the semantic analysis ofthe classic (Freudian) psychoanalytic dialoguesof patient and therapist as prototypes of the ideal,reflexive speech situation. In an ideal speech sit-uation, Habermas contends, all potential partici-pants must have equal chances to initiate andperpetuate discourses; all participants _must haveequal opportunities to criticize, ground, or refuteall statements, explanations, interpretations,and justifications; and discourse must be freefrom the external constraints of domination, forexample, violence, threats, and sanctions. Ifthese conditions prevail, the preconditions for arational order will be met. If these conditions arealso realized within the actual course of the dia-logue, the resulting consensus will be free ofinternal and external constraints. It will be basedupon the power of the best argument.Habermas does not bar instrumental argu-ments from the arena of debate; he merelytries to ensure that other arguments can be heard.The ideal speech situation is both the meansand the end—double objectives—of Habermas's•emancipatory project. In Marcuse's critical'theory, linguistic therapy and exploration of the

aesthetic dimensions of dialogue were merelyprologue: means whereby more humane visionsof social organization might be articulated.Habermas's work is an apology for more ratio-nality and more democracy in interactionsbetween dominators and the dominated. It doesnot promise an end to domination. It offers nostrategies for countering the massive agendasetting machinery of today's culture industry.Moreover, his conception of rationality is quitenarrowly, one might even say parochially,framed when viewed from the perspectives ofpostcolonial, feminist; or postmodern positions.Habermas successfully demonstrates the impor-tance of language and communication inlegitimating knowledge and power. He does notsuccessfully transcend positivism and instru-mentalism. Therefore, he has been correctlylabeled a "right-wing Marxist" or a "radicalLiberal."31 Habermas has, however, clarified theissues and demonstrated that the impasse in theemancipatory project of his critical theory is notan impasse in critical theory per se. Moreover,his extended engagement with the problems ofdeliberative democracy has set an agenda for arobust transdisciplinary conversation that contin-ues to resonate with partisans of participatorydemocracy.

DEMOCRATIC. POWER-TALK
Ben Agger has offered a provocative synthesis ofthe ideas of Habermas, Marcuse, and the liberalAmerican legal theorist Bruce AckermarL32Agger's critical theory, dialogue is regarded asboth a means to discrediting and overcomingrepressive institutional arrangements and as "animaginative model—a telos—of free humanactivity!"33 Like Habermas, Agger contends thattechnocratic capitalism is supported by a scienti-zation of ideology that not only discourages dia-logues between laypeople and experts, but alsoencourages a "socially structured silence" amongcitizens. He contends that "the monopoly of cap-ital goes hand in hand with the monopoly both ofinformation and of dialogue-
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Agger's synthesis has three essential compo-nents: (a) a conversational basis for delegitimat-ing a repressive social order, through which thepowerless can engage the powerful in justifica-tory dialogues, (b) a critique of the ideology oftechnocratically induced silence that uses thepublic experience of &legitimation as a means ofgenerating more sophisticated political dialogues,and (c) an outline of concrete social and politicalaction in which the human capacity for compe-tent involvement in person-nature, person-symbol, and person-person dialogues is affirmed.Ackerman's "neutral dialogue" provides the firstcomponent, Habermas's critical theory the sec-ond, and Agger's conception of dialogue as anexemplar of free human activity the third.Ackerman's neutral dialogue provides anindependent criterion for identifying illegitimate,nonrational, "constrained power talk." Con-strained power talk entails failure to engage indialogue or, once engaged, failure to offer ratio-nal justifications for one's advantaged position.According to Ackerman:

A power structure is illegitimate if it can be justi-fied only through a conversation in which someperson (Or group) must assert that he is (or theyare) the privileged moral authority: Neutrality. Noreason is a good reason if it requires the powerholder to assert:
(a) that his conception of the good is better thanthat asserted by any of his fellow citizens, or(b) that regardless of his conception of thegood, he is intrinsically superior to one or more ofhis fellow citizens.35

Pulling rank, citing credentials instead of rea-sons, using technical data to obfuscate, andinvoking procedural rules to mute or deflectjustificatory dialogues are, by definition, illegiti-mate, repressive communications, violationsof democratically grounded free speech. AsAckerman puts it, "A sustained silence or astream of self-contradictory noises are decisivesigns that something very wrong is going on."'Ackerman is not a critical theorist. He positshis conception of neutral dialogue in an attemptto breathe new life into liberalism. However, he
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demonstrates that, by virtue of their monologicstances, most existing liberal institutions are ille-gitimate. He provides a perspective for principledrecognition of corruption, but no program forpurging corruption. He is interested in the groundrules of free speech, not in the sociology of com-municative competence. Thus, he has nothing tosay about socially stratified inequalities in educa-tional and linguistic opportunities which, accord-ing to sociologists like Basil Bernstein, cause thedisadvantaged to abstain from participation inpublic forums.' Habermas's perspective, how-ever, criticizes technocratically induced silenceand encourages the powerless to respond to failedjustificatory dialogues by developing commu-nicative competence and thereby renewing polit-ical dialogues and actions.Agger, like Marcuse, sees the first step—identifying illegitimate power relations—andthe second step—developing communicativecompetence—as prologue to the third step—articulating a new sensibility that replaces instru-mental control with humanistic productive andorganizational relations grounded in dialogueliberated from repression. Thus, Agger contends:"Communicative competence in this sense isnothing less than a competence to manage all thefacets of our lives, in transcendence of an ideol-ogy that robs us both of our political voices andour substantive social and economic freedom ofself creation."38 It is not just the power to gener-ate fluent reports or warranted assertions; it is thepower to transform ourselves and the world. Thispower does not necessarily preclude hierarchy.But it does require such hierarchical moves to besecured in egalitarian dialogues. Thus, in con-trast to historical (Marxist-Leninist) socialism,for example, it insists that the processes and theproduct of socialism cannot be divorced. If theends are social democracy or communitarianism,these ends can only be justified if they can besecured by democratic means: egalitarian dia-logic processes. To Dag HammarskjOld's wiseprescript, "Only he [or she] deserves power whoeveryday justifies it," might be added the caveatthat he or she must justify it in both theory and

practice.' In short, Agger's robust concept ofcommunication competence is unapologeticallyeutopi an.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
What Paulo Freire tried to do to create condi-tions that would develop critical consciousnessand articulation among those repressed by neo-colonial structures of oppression, Agger's workattempts to do for those disenfranchised by tech-nocratic structures.' He provides them/us with adialogic warrant for recovering their voicesarid discovering their competencies. Agger'ssynthesis transcends the praxeological impasseof the first wave of critical theory. The standardof neutral dialogue, as radicalized by Agger,advances critical theory beyond ideologicalcritique. It provides a practical interactional testof the symmetry (and democracy) of dialogicrelationships: not just political relationships, butalso the organization of work and of socialand domestic relationships. Moreover, it pro-vides a prophylaxis against vanguardism: theperennial problem of the left whereby the eman-cipatory vision is distorted and betrayed byleaders who predicate their claims to speak forthe people on a refusal to listen to the people.Agger's approach is interested in encouragingthe repressed to speak for themselves, to makepolicy. Therefore, he does not examine in a con-crete way the policy implications of institution-alizing neutrality, although he does suggest thatit would revolutionize the division of labor insociety.As I interpret these policy implications, theywould seem to suggest, at a minimum, that in atruly democratic state, all institutional spokes-persons would be instructed in the rules of neu-tral dialogue rather than in the principles oftechnocratic management, advertising, publicrelations, and spin control. The institutions ofsuch a state would be structured to maximizeopportunities for generating justificatory dia-logues. Racism, sexism, classism, and ageism

would be outlawed as violations of the terms ofneutral dialogue. A primary responsibility ofthe press would be to report breaches of therules of neutral dialogue by those in positionsof power as violations of their trust. The pressitself would have to rethink its covenantbecause, by definition, the hierarchical con-centration of control of mass media thatprevails in technocratic societies is an abroga-tion of neutrality.Similarly, claims by the press to the superiormoral authority of "journalistic objectivity"would have to be abandoned. Copyrights, royal-ties, patents, and other reified concepts ofinformation ownership would also have tobe thoroughly rethought. Present trends towardprivatization of information resources wouldbe reversed. A new international informationorder would be established that would bearlittle resemblance to that presently envisioned byeither its proponents or opponents. The cultureindustry as we know it, with its monologicprogramming, would talk itself out of existence,and the knowledge industry would manufacturea new warrant through which scientists wouldinvent less manipulative relationships withnature, objects, and people, and thereby articu-late more nurturing vocabularies of motive andexpression. Clearly, this simple and eminentlyreasonable paradigm for free speech is a veryradical idea—perhaps as radical as ideas like"freedom," "equality," "justice," and "liberal-ism" were in the seventeenth and eighteenthcenturies.

FLIES IN THE OINTMENT
Neutral dialogue, as it is conceived by Ackermanand Agger, is not just a good place. It is alsoa distant place. It will remain an unreachableplace (or value) unless critical theory recovers itspolitical will, its commitments to participatorydemocracy, and its investment in the future.The odds against its realization are great, evenmonument
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Media Industries

The most obvious, pernicious, and intractableobstacles are, of course, the established powersof mass media and the culture industry moregenerally. Given the present organization ofmedia and the corporate economic strangleholdon national politics, at least in the United States,it is pie in the sky to contemplate reformingnational politics from the top-down through neu-tral dialogue. New media mergers are constantlyshifting the alignments and increasing the con-glomeration, integration, and synergy within thehandful of global communication companies thatnow control most of the world's media.Moreover new, user-friendly media technolo-gies, post-Fordian modes of production (flexible,stratified, and targeted), and personalized mar-keting techniques threaten to dismantle remain-ing vestiges of the public sphere by erasing theshared universe of discourse upon which aninformed citizenry depends. Technovisionariestell us that Internet-mediated infobots, whichallow users to design personalized newspapersand other information resources by filteringout entire categories or genres of messages inadvance, are the wave of the future. So, forexample, Consumer A can bypass political newsentirely and immerse himself in sports media,while Consumer B tunes into political newsbut filters out all viewpoints that challenges herideological presuppositions, and so on. Personal-ized media—so inviting from an efficiencystandpoint in an age of information overload—may in fact create "technological echo cham-bers," which preclude encounters with peopleand perspectives that are unfamiliar or challeng-ing to their users.'" Yet, as Cass Sunstein pointsout, free expression and deliberative democracydepend upon: (a) unplanned and unanticipatedexchanges of diverse viewpoints that people donot seek, frequently find disturbing, and muststruggle to integrate into their understandings ofthe world; and (b) a citizenry that has a rangeof shared experiences. He maintains that theserequirements hold in any large nation, but that
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Whey are especially important in a heterogeneousnation, which is bound to face an occasional riskof fragmentation. They have all the more impor-tance as each nation becomes increasingly global,and each citizen becomes to a greater or lesserdegree, a "citizen of the world."'
Computer-enabled target marketing and con-sumer tracking further erode these democraticrequirements. Intended to use advertising dollarsmore efficiently, these practices not only respondto self-selecting taste cultures and lifestyledifferences, they cultivate them. Segmentingmarkets and media audiences, these profit-maximizing strategies also divide consumer/citizens based upon age, gender, race, class, andother variables. That is, they create echo cham-bers as well as reinforce and amplify the filteringmechanisms that insulate these 

Failures of CriticalTheories and Politics
The logical counter to both new and old formsof media hegemony is, of course, broadly baseddemocratic media activism. Recent attemptsto create coalitions of media scholars, mediaactivists, and media workers have, however,been notorious for their own forms of fragmen-tation and factionalism, infighting, and identitypolitics. As neutral dialogue, most of theseefforts fail.Would-be media reformers need to get theirown houses in order. Some of the fault lines infailed efforts at critical media coalition politicsare readily transparent. None is perhaps morecrucial than the absence of coherent vision (oramalgamation of visions).From its inception, critical social theory hasbeen committed to recovering the unity of theoryand practice: to discovering what is missingand imagining something better. That is, it hasbeen eutopian. Since the collapse of the Sovietdystopia, neoliberalism, the anti-ideological ide-ology of globalization, has succeeded in censor-ing all utopian visions except the technovisionsupon which its own future depends.44 Framing

itself as the "end of history"—as both the telosand terminus of historical evolution—neoliberalismthereby positions itself to reject all challenges toits hegemony as regressive, ahistorical, irra-tional, reductive, and potentially totalitarian.'This alchemy has worked relatively well, at leastwithin neoliberal states where the left, with someexceptions, has largely surrendered (if only bydefault) to the "end of ideology" thesis that itonce roundly rejected:46 Yet, without someshared vision, some bridging of ideals, coalitionpolitics are impossible.The current intellectual fashion of blamingthe Enlightenment for all of the errors of mod-ernism misses the point. As the conservativeeconomist Friedrich Hayek pointed out long ago,it was the marriage of scientism and Marxist-Leninism that led to totalitarianism: a universal-istic, reductive, unitary, and ultimately closedvision.' A similar and similarly dangerous butunacknowledged scientism, rooted in social evo-lutionary assumptions, lies at the core of currentneoliberal apologetics for globalization.Eutopian ideals, unfettered by scientism andarticulated on more modest, even local, scales,are still needed to build just communities andviable coalitions. The Golden Rule is such anideal, one that can be found in some form as anormative standard in all enduring societies:never fully realized, but as a perennial dream.Those who find something missing in the currentsubordination of all values to market values needto dare to dream again; to recover the eutopianimpulse and to exercise it wisely, reflexively,with. a clear-eyed realism. They need to onceagain find the courage to speak truth to those inpower: to take risks, including risking the possi-bility of once again making humiliating errors.'
Feminist Questions

Then, there is "the feminist question."Gestures that are friendly to feminism can befound or read into all of the theories of emanci-patory communication explored in these pages;however, none of their authors engages directlywith the feminist critique of patriarchal language,

structures of thought or discursive practices.None considers what recent feminist epistemo-logical critiques of rationalism and empiricismwould mean for a theory of dialogue; how thefeminist project would reconstruct models ofrationality and discursive rules or how it hasdeconstructed social contract theory; how thegendering of public and private spheres and con-ceptions of good arguments can be reconciledin comprehensive theories of dialogue; or howCartesian mind-body dualism conditions con-temporary concepts of communication, informa-tion, and mediation. Indeed, all of these theoriesof emancipatory communication appear toimport unstated and nonreflexive images ofimaginary dialogic partners who already sharesome fundamental agreements about how publicissues, rationality, and warranted assertabilityshould be defined. Yet, these elements are theproblem of the feminist epistemological critique.In sum, feminism poses some profound, thoughnot necessarily insurmountable, problems forcritical theory and for dialogic theories ofdemocracy. Some of these challenges are morefully explored in part II of this book.
Elitism and MoralTyranny of Dialogic Models

The most daunting challenges to dialogicmodels of emancipatory communication cut totheir logical core. In his thoughtful and imagina-tive book, Speaking into the Air (1999), JohnDurham Peters radically questions both thedesirability and tenability of using dialogue as a"normative model for the extended, even dis-tended, kinds of talk and discourse necessaryto large-scale democracy."' He points to thesimple and obvious, but frequently glossed over,fact that dialogic relations are dyadic, person-to-person, reciprocal interactions involving "themarriage of true minds." Dialogic couplings areboth exclusionary and very rare; moreover, theysometimes involve tyranny and exploitation.Socrates, the Socratic method of questioning,and the dyadic relationship of mentor and studentare the prototypes for romanticizing dialogue as
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an idealized model for communication inWestern culture. Socratic dialogues are elitist, inPeters's view, because the reciprocity they offerrequires (a) orientation through education; and(b) the junior partner to successfully negotiateintellectual contests to achieve relative equality.They are not: open to all; in historical fact, theywere open only to an elite few within the limitedfranchises of Athenian democracy.In place of the Socratic ideal of dialogue,Peters proposes "dissemination" as a more accu-rate, and in his view, more democratic for mass communication. Here, he offers Jesusand the Gospels as prototypes of dissemination.Peters locates democracy in reception rather thanin transmission; that is, receivers are free to accept,reject, ignore, or reconfigure More specifically, for our purposes, Peterscriticizes the "moral tyranny" that he believes isimplicit in Ackerman's apparently congenialinvitation to dialog because it does not leavepotential dialogic partners free to refuse the invi-tation.' Peters's moral objection is justified ifneutral dialogue is taken as a model for all formsof dialogue. However, Ackerman is a politicaltheorist, not a social psychologist. He intendsneutral dialogue as a means whereby citizens cantake back (or create) democracy by making cor-rupt monologic institutions accountable for theiractions by, in effect, making them more dialogic.That is, Ackerman intends neutral dialogue as amodel for legitimating dialogues in which thegoverned ask governors to justify their exercisesof power. In this context, institutional structuresand procedures are already heavily stacked infavor of the powerful, giving them many waysof preemptively opting out of dialogues. WithinAckerman's liberal schema, then, the refusal ofrepresentatives of monologic institutions tojustify their actions to the people is a violation ofthe democratic social contract of liberalism. Thisrefusal is tyranny. Conversely, the threat of thepeople to engage in violence if the represen-tatives of monologic institutions refuse theirinvitation to dialogue, which Peters objects to,is not tyranny—at least not to a Jeffersonian orAckermanian liberal. It is entirely consistent
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with the democratic premises of the liberal socialcontract, which originated in both Lthell UnitedStates and France in violent revolutions againstthe monologic regimes of monarchies. In short,the threat of violent resistance by the people ispart of the bargain of liberalism.Nonetheless Peters's larger point about theinappropriateness of dialogue as a model forpublic communication does identify serious conun-drums in communication theory and liberalism.Dissemination is a far more accurate description ofhow mass media and public communication worktoday; however, I am not persuaded by his advo-cacy for the democracy of reception. 'lb be sure,receivers arc not the passive puppets that many the-ories, especially Marxist theories, of communica-tions have assumed, but without a diverse mediaand a viable public sphere, even actively resistantreceivers are poorly positioned to do the work ofdemocracPeters's conception of communication is,however, far richer and, in my judgment, truerthan the theories of communication he critiques.Peters recognizes that there is a kind of "perma-nent kink" in the human condition, which makesperfect communicative reciprocity impossible;our efforts to "reconcile self and other" alwaysinvolve some "strangeness."51 There are alwaysgaps that are filled with contradictions, ironies,wit, word play, logical inversions, and awkward-ness; yet, he claims, these gaps are the sources oflove and justice. In negotiating them, we becomefully human.Peters is surely right in claiming that the lib-eral dialogic models of Habermas and Ackermanare much too sober to take into account thestrangeness and wonder of human communica-tion. These models only tap our highest functions: the upper attic of our minds where for-mal logic eliminates all of the noise of life andengages in the simplistic reductions of rational-ism. These models ignore the fact that we all livein bodies, bring different gendered, racialized,class experiences, life histories, educationalbackgrounds, semantic resources, and creativecunning to legitimating conversations.

If we accept Peters's enriched conception ofcommunicative processes, must we surrenderour dialogic dreams? Must we settle instead intothe congregations of nay-sayers or yeah-sayersthat his "dissemination" model appears to offer?Not necessarily! Within Peters's work, thereis a loophole that saves dialogue from extinctionin communicative ethics and in developing rulesfor engaging in power talk. In a move that is lessslick than it initially seems, he turns the demandsof reflective dialogue inside out, or moreprecisely "outside in." That is, Peters imposesthe rules of dialogue on the self rather than onthe other:
The motto of communication theory ought to be:Dialogue with the self, dissemination with theother. This is another way of stating the ethicalmaxim: Treat yourself like an other and the otherlike a self.'

He makes explicit what has always beenimplicit, but not always honored in practice, intheories of emancipatory communication: theo-rists need to practice what they preach.

RETURNING TO LINGUISTIC THERAPY FORDAMAGED THEORIES OF DIALOG —Was the communication-turn in critical theory awrong turn? Should we abandon dialogues aboutdialogue, repress our "desire" for more satisfy-ing forms of collective life, and return to justcalling Paris Paris?I think not. To be sure, we need to do muchmore than talk about talk. Studies in politicaleconomy and institutional analysis, which exam-Me the material and social conditions in whichpublic cotnmunications take place in contem-porary societies, need to be reinvigorated andrecentered within communication research.' Buttalk about talk remains an essential part of criti-cal theory's emancipatory mission. The thinkersprofiled in this chapter have contributed much to

the advancement of that talk even when (andsometimes especially when) they have talkedthemselves into comers. The dream of full reci-procity in communication may be a romantic fic-tion. But the desire for reciprocity is not onlywhat makes us human, it is what makes societypossible. Conversational rules or etiquettes,which are designed to bring a wider range ofvoices into democratic debates, may not work.Or, if they do, the conversations they producemay end in stalemates. But to give up on the pos-sibility of such conversations is to give up ondemocracy.A first step toward opening up richer dia-logues about dialogic theory might be to aban-don the abstractions of the armchair and engagein real conversations that test and amend therules of neutral dialogue in practice. This isbecause ultimately the rules for such dialogues,if they really are to be open and just, must bearticulated contextually by committed partici-pants. A vast research literature is now availableon the ways gender, race, class, heterosexism,and other positionings intersect and conditionactual and perceived communication compe-tence in a wide range of intercultural contexts.There is, in short, an ample knowledge base toput theory into practice if participants arecommitted to coalition building. Moreover, lib-eral models for coalition building, which oftenimpose rather than achieve consensus, havebeen extensively critiqued; and alternative,equity based models, which can accommodateirreducible differences, have been developed andsuccessfully deployed by activists, for example,by some antiglobalization groups.Testing communication models in microprac-tice—in the palpable, participatory presence ofreal talking, gesturing, and touching people—should also short-circuit some of the abstractlogorrhea that has led so much high theory astrayin the last two decades. Or, as Peters bluntlynotes, in an otherwise mixed assessment ofJacques Derrida's work, "[T]o think of the long-ing for the presence of other people as a kind ofmetaphysical mistake is nuts."'
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Putting the house of critical theory in orderalso requires fidelity to what Ackerman callsconsistency in practice as well as in dialogicclaims. That is, it requires consistency withinthe rnicropolitics of critical theory whether thosepolitics function in theory groups, academicgatekeeping, or in political organizing. If criticaltheorists are genuinely committed to participa-tory democracy, then they must submit their ownpractices to its frequently inefficient, usuallytime-consuming, sometimes irresolute, oftenfrustrating and disorderly, but self-reflexive, lit-mus test.Consistency is always a heavy burden forhumans: our flawed souls are battlefields ofconflicting desires. Yet, perhaps in no scholarlyendeavor is the mandate clearer: in theorizingemancipatory communication, we are obligated,both logically and morally, to strive for consis-tency. Ultimately the most valuable outcome ofthis striving may be the ethic it imposes on thetheorist/activist (as in Peters's redeployment ofdialogue). Taken seriously, the norm of consis-tency can serve as a self-reflexive ethic for mod-eling and monitoring our own contributions tojustificatory dialogues. That is, those who claimto be seriously committed to communicative andcommunity justice could begin their reformationby interrogating their own dialogic motivesand practices. In Doing Doctunentaly Work(1998), Robert Coles provides an insightful, ifinescapably tension-laden, model for conductingsuch self-interrogations in research settings thatinvolve communications across class, race, andstatus. The reflexive, personal, and social ethicthat Coles advocates in the research process canalso serve as a useful, self-imposed normativestandard for guiding participation by intellectu-als in justificatory dialogues and communityactivism.'Today, much, perhaps even most, of ourdiscursive space is technologically mediated.Practicing what I preach in a milieu in whichmost of my potential conversational partners areengaged in mediated experiences most of theirwaking hours may be morally uplifting, however;
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except in very rare instances, it is likely tobe politically irrelevant. Yet, counter-hegemonic,Internet-based mediating technologies could bedesigned to facilitate political dialogues thatembody the values of and conform to the rules ofreflexive power-talk.' A long shot? Yes indeed!But a long shot is better than cashing in one'schips and resigning oneself to the "end of history."The clock is ticking. While media reformershave been factionalizing, the media monolithshave been conglomerating, consolidating, andintegrating. 'they have been using their increasedfinancial clout to "reform" communication law,to dismantle the mandates of regulatory agencieslike the Federal Communication Commission,and to foreclose public debate about internationaltrade agreements that further advance theirglobal hegemony. As Herbert Schiller pointedout more than two decades ago, globalization,the convergence of "new electronic industries,the changing sites of industrial production, andinstantaneous international communication areimposing a new form of hierarchical organiza-tion on much of the world."'The Agger-Ackerman critique of "monopo-lies of both information and of dialoguechances" is incomplete; and neutral dialogue is apreliminary and flawed formulation, perhaps atbest a provocative hypothesis. It may not proveviable in practice even in the micropolitics oforganizations dedicated to democratic socialchange. Nevertheless, the questions itaddresses-questions posed so long ago by theFrankfurt School when the specters of earliertotalitarian ambitions were at their heels-arestill salient questions.There is now considerable research that showsthat participatory democracy is still possible insmall groups.' Powerful arguments have alsobeen made for the indispensability of coalitionpolitics of resistance under present politicalarrangements.' Critical scholars have a role toplay in coalition building, not as vanguards orauthoritative experts, but as collaborators in gen-uinely democratic processes. Within these collab-orations, consistency, with democratic principles,

may often require scholars to consume salutaryservings of humble pie by assuming secondaryroles as research associates.Realization of neutral dialogue and self-reflexive dialogic ethics will not sever the knotthat binds power and knowledge. Struggles toidentify and reduce surplus repression cannotundo the "kink" in human communicationprocesses. But revised, historicized, and contex-tualized, struggles for norms of emancipatorycommunication are still worth pursuing.Many critical theorists are, in my judgment,too eager to declare this pursuit a dead end andmove on to the next game. Yet, this declarationcomes at exactly the moment in history whenfeminism and other subaltern perspectives areactively interrogating the power talk of criticaltheory, seeking to reverse its exclusionaryclauses, hold it to norms of reflexivity andconsistency, and effect transformative syntheses.Changing the subject before everyone has hersay is, of course, also a breach of the rules ofreflexive power-talk, as well as a familiar movein the politics of gendered conversation.
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C. To learn more about feminist and gendertheory: Ashcraft and Mumby (2004); Bobo (2001);Butler (1990); Collins (2000); Donovan (2000);Dow and Condit (2005); Kramarae (1989); Rakowand Wacicwitz (2004); Speer (2005).
D. To learn more about critical cultural stud-ies: Bennett, Grossberg, Morris, and Williams(2005); Grossberg (1997); Grossberg, Nelson,and Treichler (1992); Hall (1997); Miller (2001);Morley and Chen (1996).
E. To learn more about postcolonial theory:Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffins (2005); Bhabha(2004); Fanon (1961/1963, 1952/1967); (1998); Mohanty (2003); Said (1979); Shome(1998); Spivak (1999); Young (2001).
F. To learn more about critical race theory:Ashcraft and Allen (2003); Clark and 

(1999); Crenshaw, Gotanda, Paler, and Thomas(1996); Delgado and Stefancic (2001); Gandy(1998); Nakayama and Martin (1999).

APPLICATION EXERCISE
Find a story in a newspaper or newsmagazinethat you think might be of interest to critical the-orists. Although critical theorists look at bothcontroversial and everyday topics, for this exer-cise choose a controversial topic such as immi-gration, marriage, equality, affirmative action,foreign intervention, or government surveillance.After reading this story, think of two perspec-tives that might interpret the story differentlythan how it was presented in this article. In whatways would the stories be different? Rewrite thisstory from these two perspectives. Then showthe original article to someone who you thinkmight hold one of these perspectives, and seewhat they actually have to say about the article.
PROJECTS

1. After reading in several strands of criticaltheory (A-F in the additional readings), considerthis question: How well does this tradition fittogether? Mohanty (2003) provides one integra-tion of feminism and postcolonialism. Howmight other theorists respond to this proposal?Are there unifying themes across all (A4')critical approaches? Is discursive reflection an
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Mohanty, C. T. (2003). Feminism without holders:Deeolonizing theory, practicing solidarity.Durham, NC: Duke University Press.Morley, D., & Chen, K.-H. (Eds.). (1996). Stuart Hall:Critical dialogues in cultural studies. London:Routledge.Nakayama, T. K., & Martin, J. N. (Eds.). (1999).Whiteness: The communication of social identityThousand Oaks, CA: Sage.Rakow, L. F., & Wackwitz, L. A. (Eds.). (2004).Feminist communication theory: Selections in con-text. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage.Rasmussen, D. M. (Ed.). (1996). The handbook ofcritical theory. Malden, MA: Blackwell.Rush, F. (Ed.). (2004). The Cambridge companion tocritical theory. Cambridge: Cambridge UniversityPress.
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CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS
ROBERT T. CRAIG AND HEIDI L. MuLLER

Having surveyed seven traditions ofconummication theory, we now stepback to reflect on the state of the fieldand the communication problems that seem espe-cially ripe for theorizing at the presenttime. The field of communication theory facesinteresting questions concerning the blendingor hybridization of traditions and the polarizationbetween discursive and behavioral theoriesof communication. Several new or previouslyunrecognized traditions may also be emerging inresponse to current communication problems.We reflect on each of these topics in the follow-ing sections.

HOMOGENIZATION, OR FRAGMENTATION?
One question is whether progressive crossinfluences and converging trends among theseven traditions are making the distinctionsamong them less relevant. Is the field becomingmore homogeneous? Or, to the contrary, willconstant innovation and debate continue theproliferation of communication theories, pro-gressively fragmenting the field? Is there an opti-mal balance that we should be seeldng between

these opposite tendencies toward homogeniza-tion and fragmentation? Is the debate about com-munication beginning to organize itself around anew set of distinctions that require a differentmodel for the field?Blending, hybridization, and innovation are allinevitable and all potentially good things from ourpoint of view. We would be more than delightedfor the next edition of Theorizing Communication:Readings Across Traditions to demonstrate thatthe ongoing conversation in the field has reconfig-ured the main positions. Conversation across thetraditions of communication theory is a chief of the project of theorizing, for the very reasonthat conversation sparks new insights and thepotential for adaptive change. If we can ag,ree thatcultivating the practice of communication,addressing communication problems in society, isa common project that makes the conversationworthwhile, there is no reason to worry that thefield will become either totally homogenized orhopelessly fragmented. The distinctions amongtraditions of theorizing communication that wehave explored in this book—communication as apractical art (rhetoric), communication as experi-ence of the other (phenomenology), and so on—will continue to be available as resources forthought even as the traditions themselves evolve.Intellectual debate in the human sciences seldom
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